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COMMUNITY

Tides shift within local surf community

BY ELLAH FOSTER

Old-school surfers agree the culture isn’t what it
used to be, although that might not be so bad.
The Monterey Peninsula surf community has
come a long way from a tight-knit group of pioneers to
a much more diverse and crowded lineup.
On any given day, a drive by Carmel Beach grants
the view of at least a few surfers in the bay. John Defloria, a local who has been surfing for over 40 years,
explains how at one point he knew almost everyone in
the water with him, but now that’s not the case. With
the new wave of tourism in the past decade, what is
best known as “localism” has been disrupted among
the community.
Respect is a common factor that many surfers
bring up in relation to what they call “surf rules.” Longtime peninsula surfer Marcy Curry explains that surf
etiquette includes everything from not dropping in on
someone’s wave or paddling around them to knowing
your place in the lineup. While it might not be purposeful, a lot of those rules have been disrespected in recent
years.
Aram Stoney, who’s been surfing since a young
kid in 1977, explains how the lineup used to be made
up of familiar faces who he viewed were either above
or below him.
“It used to be a very small group that was not very
tolerant to outsiders,” Stoney begins. “It was even difficult to get accepted when you were born and raised
here. There was a lot of hazing and grommet abuse for
sure, but once you were accepted as ‘one of the boys,’
then they became your family.”
“Grommet” abuse, as Stoney puts it, refers to a

Photo by JOHN CHAMBERS

CHS senior Jared Kitteringham often surfs at some of his favorite spots like Carmel Beach and in Pacific
Grove. While he wasn’t born into a surfing family, he says he’s found many friends through the sport and
that he loves surfing for the welcoming community and the thrill of it all.
young surfer with less experience than his elders. There
are many terms and phrases that are exclusive to the

Surf community
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Mayor Dave Potter looks to shake up status quo
BY PETER ELLISON
Dave Potter probably wouldn’t have ever become Carmel-by-the-Sea’s mayor if it weren’t for a
set of bay windows. The contractor describes an incident 30 years ago where he built a colonial home
in Monterey. To obtain permission for his designs,
he had to go before the architectural review council.
A member of the council wanted to deny the project
simply because of her hatred of the aforementioned
windows. “Get rid of those bay windows, and we’ll
approve your home,” Potter recalls her saying. Dave
Potter protested what he saw as obvious bias and
prejudice, but to no avail.
A fierce competitor, Potter complied but never
forgot this abuse of power. A few months later, Potter
ran for a seat on that council, beginning 35 years of
public service all around Monterey Bay dedicated to
doing what he believes to be the right thing, even if
no one else will.
The Carmel resident was elected mayor with a
photo by PETER ELLISON
60 percent majority and was sworn in on Nov. 27, but
he was never planning on running until he began see- Mayor Dave Potter enters office looking to reverse decisions
ing what he describes as injustices and violations of made by the previous administration as well as begin a new
power by the previous administration led by former political culture in Carmel-by-the-Sea.

Carmel mayor Steve Dallas.
“I just don’t like bullies, and he just wasn’t mayoral,” Potter says now. “This wasn’t about public
policy or about homelessness or jobs—it was about
somebody that didn’t fit well, in my mind, in the
mayor’s office.”
The mayor cites allegations of sexual harassment against Dallas and the use of city funds for
an investigation Potter believes Dallas should have
paid for himself. Potter perceives Dallas as having
an attitude of disrespect and annoyance toward the
public, one which Potter believes isn’t what Carmel
deserves from its mayor.
In Carmel-by-the-Sea, the mayor is largely an
organizational figure, with the responsibility of conducting and leading meetings, but with no powers
beyond those of any other councilperson.
“What I’d like to do is run efficient, respectful meetings that are an effective use of the public’s
time,” Potter says. “My idea of a good meeting is a
short meeting, not shortcutting the time, but making

MAYOR POTTER
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After nine years, theater manager
position created for presitigious venue

BY JORDI FAXON

The CUSD board has chosen a candidate to
fill a full-time theater manager position who will
run every facet of the Carmel High performing
arts center, from booking events for the school
and outside organizations to running sound and
lights during performances to maintaining the
theater’s cleanliness.
“It was something we envisioned for the
theater from the very beginning,” CHS music
teacher Brian Handley says. “So those of us in
the know have been waiting for this to happen
now for a number of years.”
Since the theater’s opening nine years ago,

was hired, I took over most of Paul McFarlin’s
responsibilities. I would focus on lights, sound
and running shows where he would build the
sets.”
When McFarlin retired last school year, the
situation became more dire for the theater’s future because newly hired Industrial Arts teacher
Michael Brewer has minimal experience working in a theater. Now the need for a theater manager has become crucial, so the posting has finally been listed, and someone has been chosen.
As for why the board has waited nine years
to post this job, CHS Principal Rick Lopez acknowledges that even though there was support
for the position from the inception of the theater,
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good use of the public’s time.”
One of the main goals Potter aims to address in
his term is the situation of city attorney Glenn Mozingo and the renovation plan for the police station. The
previous administration passed legislation requiring a
4/5ths supermajority to alter the five-year, $30,000-amonth contract awarded to Mozingo, a situation Potter
describes as unheard of.
“The guy needs a full-blown performance evaluation on a regular basis,” Potter says. “With goals and

photo by JORDI FAXON

The CUSD center for the performing arts will soon be run by a full-time employee.
CHS teachers have had to fill the managerial
roles as an alternative to having a full-time manager. Photography teacher Holly Lederle was
in charge of making reservations and scheduling for all of the performances, and now-retired
Industrial Arts teacher Paul McFarlin was in
charge of the tech and sound during performances.
“I did front-of-house for the performing
arts center for five years when it first opened,”
Lederle says. “I would teach a full day of classes, then we’d have performances in the evening,
and they would be Thursday, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday matinee, and I’d go back to teaching
again and repeat it the next weekend.”
Lederle backed out of her role when the
time commitment became too great, and Jack
Clifford, a theater major, was hired part-time to
fill her role, also filling some of the technical
roles when McFarlin was too swamped. Clifford
will soon be continuing his theater studies.
“My responsibilities have been to book the
theater,” Clifford says. “Essentially, I was just
approving or denying requests to use it. Once I

objectives. Then you evaluate him and see if he met
the goals.”
An investigation into Mozingo’s résumé by Monterey Herald journalist Royal Calkins raised questions
regarding the truthfulness of Mozingo’s résumé. When
the city of Carmel refused to turn the documents over,
Calkins launched a lawsuit, and on Oct. 11 the Monterey County Superior Court ordered the documents
released. Because of inconsistencies found between
the résumé documents and Mozingo’s claims, one of
Potter’s major priorities is to reevaluate Mozingo’s position within the Carmel-by-the-Sea government.
The Massachusetts-born contractor has served on
a myriad of committees, councils and boards over the
course of his political career, including the Monterey

there was uncertainty regarding what the job
would entail. The district leadership instead decided to hold out on creating this position until
they were more sure of how the theater would be
used and what the theater would demand from
its manager.
Lopez notes that now the opening of this
position is opportune and that he has been a supporter for this full-time position for the entire
span of the theater’s existence.
“I think the district got their head around
now that it was time, it was necessary, and they
could see the need,” Lopez says. “They could
see the way in which we interact with the facility, and finally we were able to make the commitment.”
Lopez hopes that the theater manager can
start working on the first day of the second semester.

County Board of Supervisors, the Fort Ord Reuse Authority, Chairman of the Monterey Peninsula Water
Management District and the California Coastal Commission, among others.
Dave Potter’s arrival in Carmel was just as accidental as his entrance into politics: The self-described
“ski bum” came to California in 1971 and reached the
top of Carmel hill before he ran out of money. He got a
tank of gas and a job at a local restaurant and never left.
Forty-seven years later the skier-turned-contractorturned-politician says he is still working hard to make
the Monterey Bay the best place it can be.
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Students report lack of aid in college admissions process
due to staff cuts in Carmel High’s College & Career Center
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

With the University of California
application deadline closing at the end
of November and the Common Application now open for private school applicants, many CHS seniors feel frustrated
and unsatisfied with how the process has
gone, in part because of what many students consider a lack of adequate college
counseling services available at CHS.
Since former academic counselor
Allison Francis left Carmel High during the second semester of the 2017-18
school year, the Carmel High counseling staff has consisted of three full-time
counselors—two academic counselors
and Darren Johnston, the sole college
and career counselor.
Previously, Johnston and academic
counselor Jeff Rogers shared the responsibilities of college and career counselor,
each of them working with approximately one half of the senior class. But when
Francis left CHS to relocate to the east
coast, the district made the decision to
reassign Rogers as academic counselor
in place of Francis without hiring someone to fill the vacancy, which left Johnston to counsel in regards to college a
senior class of roughly 220 students on
his own.

According to CHS Principal Rick
Lopez and Superintendent Barb DillVarga, the decision was based on finances. Yet Carmel Unified School District
ended the 2017-18 school year with a
$17.3 million surplus of unrestricted reserve money, roughly $14 million more
than the district’s policy of a five percent
reserve for economic uncertainties and
roughly $15 million more than the statemandated three percent reserve.
“It’s not that we’re not funded
well—we are—but...that was an expenditure that [the district] was not willing
to reposition for the high school,” Lopez
says.
Dill-Varga and the district cabinet,
including the CUSD chief financial official, met with Lopez and the counseling department last spring over a series
of meetings leading up to the decision to
cut down on counseling staff.
“[CHS] lobbied to maintain the
level of commitment to counseling services,” says Lopez of the discourse over
the decision. According to Dill-Varga,
however, the fourth counselor position
was one that the budget could not currently accommodate.
“Every year we receive many requests from each of our seven sites for
additional staff and have to say ‘no’or
‘not yet’ to many of them, primarily be-

surf
Surf community peninsula
community—a

cause of financial limitations,” the superintendent explains.
This decision may have been made
at the expense of the students, many of
whom feel deprived of adequate resources for the college application process.
“It adds this element of stress to an
already stressful process because seniors
kind of rush for a chance to speak with
the counselor,” senior Nelly Kohlgruber
says. “[Johnston] is great, but one is not
enough.”
The bottleneck that occurs as a result of many students in a large senior
class vying to meet with one person adds
stress to an already time-consuming and
complicated process, as well as putting
immense pressure on Johnston.
“No matter how you frame it, students are getting half the amount of services they were last year,” the counselor
says.
Students are feeling this deficit, and
according to Johnston, parents are trying
to compensate.
“We’re seeing a significant increase
in our seniors pursuing outside counsel,”
Johnston says, “which bothers me not
because they’re pursuing outside counsel, but because our students and families have essentially picked up the tab.”
With the district decision to cut
the second college counselor position,

numbers of families paying up to $200
an hour for private counseling has increased, Johnston estimating that that
number has doubled since last year.
“I am an only child, and my dad
doesn’t really speak enough English to
fill out the forms, and my mom doesn’t
really know how,” Kohlgruber says.
“There are so many hoops you have to
jump through to apply…. It becomes a
lot, and help from experts like the college counselors is extremely valuable.”
Senior Liz McRae cites her lack
of personal connection with Johnston
as another drawback of having a single
college counselor. One part of the Common Application is a required letter of
recommendation from a counselor, and
if one college and career counselor has
to see an entire class, there is less opportunity to form a real relationship with
each student.
McRae also expresses concern over
the quality of letter she would receive
from a counselor she has only met with
once or twice, so during her application
process she turned to Rogers, her academic counselor, to write her letter and
aid her through the application process.

COUNSELOR POSITION
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much for the exercise and rigor it puts forth as
it is now.
popular one beFormer CHS student Johnny Schultheis
ing “land of the tells about a serious incident he had in the waalmost,” meaning that the waves in the area are almost ter in late October. “I was surfing at a novelty
perfect, but never always.
wave that breaks on a reef with some friends
In the new age of technology and social media, who were boogie boarding,” Schultheis extreatment throughout the surf community and to out- plains. “I caught a wave where I nosedived
siders has forcibly gotten better. Defloria recollects and my board flung back from the force of the
the time when his friend got in a fight over a dented leash. The nose of the board struck me in the
surfboard and some harsh words. Unbeknownst to him, eye.”
someone was filming the confrontation and litigation
Once carried to the beach with the help of
soon followed.
his friends and girlfriend, an ambulance was
“Back in the ‘60s, ‘70s and even ‘80s, people called and Schultheis underwent emergency
surgery for what he later found out
was a ruptured globe. Unfortunately,
Schultheis lost the eye and is having
it removed.
Photo courtesy of MARCY CURRY
CHS senior Jared Kitteringham
Marcy Curry surfs in Beng Bengs, Mentawai, in Indonesia.
was one of the people with Johnny
Schultheis at the time of the accident.
and tougher, more of a big waves chaser. Now I just
“I was in the water when he fell,
but none of our friends were even supposed want to have fun.”
No matter the changes that the surf community has
to be there that day because he was going out
gone
through in these past decades, both the young and
alone,” Kitteringham says. “We thought he
old
generations
can agree that their bond is like no othjust needed stitches at first, but he knew right
er. Former CHS student Jasmine Bauer feels as though
away that something was wrong.”
More seriously, some of the best surfers the community has always been there for her, both in
to come out of the peninsula have experienced and out of the water.
“The community is great and always looks out
rough repercussions for their sport.
for
the
younger surfers,” Bauer reflects. “It’s thanks to
Ghost Tree is a well-known big wave
them
that
I’m the surfer I am today. I have this huge
surfing location off the Pebble Beach coastPhoto courtesy of JOHN DEFLORIA
line. In years past, jet skis were used to tow loving community from youth to the old to surf with
John Mearns, David Barton and Don Curry hanging out at the people in and out, although now banned. Peter that always push me to do better.”
beach between the waves in 1978.
When asked about why it is they love the sport,
Davi was popular in both the global surf commost
surfers convey that it is nearly inexplicable.
munity and around town for pioneering Ghost
could yell at each other,” Defloria explains. “There Tree, with waves often well over 50 feet. Davi died in Schultheis calls it an addiction, while Stoney says it is
might even be some threats or a fight or something, but December of 2007 due to drowning after catching a a feeling only a surfer will ever know.
“It started off as a sport for rejects, bums and dropthat was almost acceptable back then. You can’t really few waves that day.
regulate or be a policeman with your surf spots any“I just miss that guy,” Curry brings up, reminisc- outs,” Defloria laughs. “In some ways, we were. We
more, even if someone is being stupid and dangerous.” ing on their relationship. Both Defloria and Curry agree were surfers that didn’t feel like a part of society, so we
While most of the older surfers agree that less vio- they now surf with more caution with responsibilities, could get away from that and just go to the beach. You
didn’t need fancy equipment or a reservation. You just
lence in the community is better, they also say that this families and past accidents in mind.
careful generation has taken the edge off of the com“The places I like to surf change from year to had to put your surfboard in your car and go.”
munity. However, this doesn’t include the actual dan- year,” Defloria says. “Where I liked to surf 10 or 15
ger of the sport. In the past, surfing wasn’t respected as years ago is different than now because I was younger
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Newly elected board members gear up for a successful term

BY KYLIE YEATMAN
Fresh from training in San Francisco with the California School Boards Association that followed their
successful run in the 2018 CUSD board election, the
paths of board-elects Tess Arthur and Sara Hinds have
converged with one common goal in mind: learning the
ins and outs of the job description and putting this information to use throughout their term.
Reminiscing on their respective successful campaigns, the board-elects reflect on the outreach of their
campaigns being pivotal to their success.
“I never changed anything in my campaign,” reflects Hinds, who recalls positively the voters she interacted with in areas beyond Carmel-by-the-Sea.
“I really just was myself the whole time. When I was
speaking with voters, people with and without students
in schools, my message remained the same.”
Arthur reflects this sentiment.
“So many people told me that I was going to win
while I was running,” Arthur explains, “but I never felt
that conviction. I really feel that people became strong
advocates for me and came through for me…. I’ve al-

ways advocated for others, so I’ve never really had to sell myself.”
Both Hinds and Arthur make
note of their shared goals in separate
conversations—namely notions of
inclusivity, infrastructure planning
and an increased student voice in the
board—and explain that, before any
further action is taken, a steep learning curve is in place toward understanding the position.
“Right now the position’s just a lot
of learning,” Arthur laughs. “There’s
not a lot I can do until I understand
what I’m doing.”
Arthur is notably proud of her
contributions to the creation of a
new soccer field in Cachagua and her
planning of Operation Padre—two
achievements that exemplify well her
commitment to all areas within the Sara Hinds stands with sons Zachary and Dylan at her swearing-in
district.
ceremony.
“I know
the former PTA president looks forward to learning
this community really well,”
about the master facilities planning, which she explains
Arthur begins. “Sara does too,
having involvement with due to her previous role on
and I feel that my relationships
the superintendent’s community advisory council.
and the trust and respect that
“We’d been having discussions regarding what
I’ve established throughout my
will be included in this planning,” Hinds says. “As a
volunteerism is going to serve
board member, my involvement will be different, but
me in the future.”
I look forward to seeing how the school sites will be
Having formerly taught at
improved.
Carmel Middle School as a subHinds cites issues like parking as being of parastitute teacher and at Tularcitos
mount concern to the overall plan.
for 12 years, Arthur believes
“I haven’t been able to see the plan in very fine dethat the relationships she’s estail…but I know that it’s all-encompassing. The firm
tablished with students will
that’s designing the plan has been getting student, staff
aid her in providing a voice for
and administrator input, so I feel like they really care
Photo by TRICIA ZARAVICH
those same students through
about the community’s voice,” the board-elect explains
her role on the board.
further. “These are the people who are on the campus
“I bring a perspective
day in and day out.”
from the classroom. I feel like I
Both Tess Arthur and Sara Hinds express exciteknow what’s happening on the
ment to begin the process of learning in greater detail
ground floor,” Arthur explains.
about the demands and expectations of the board and
“Right now we only have one
how they will manifest throughout their term.
Photo by TRICIA ZARAVICH.
teacher perspective…[and] I
feel that I’m deeply respected
…. I’ve kind of ‘earned my
Tess Arthur stands beside husband Forrest at the swearing-in
stripes’ in a way.”
ceremony for her introduction to the board. She attended her first
In the case of Sara Hinds,

FACULTY

Seita moves south, CHS to welcome new staff librarian
BY MILES PREKOSKI

Former CHS librarian Valarie Seita recently
parted ways with the school district as Thanksgiving
break began, returning to her job in district library
services for the Visalia Unified School District, and
Carmel High has hired her successor.
Seita aided CHS students for a little more than
a year, redesigning the look of the library and additionally assisting students in the
classroom. Last year,
Seita collaborated
with English II Honors teacher Shelley
Grahl to create the
“Book Cafe” project for students, in which the library
was rearranged to allow students to “taste” different
genres of books at each table.
“I’m headed to the Central Valley in Visalia, between Fresno and Bakersfield, where I spent the first
30 years of my life,” says Seita, whose husband and
son have joined her in departing Carmel.
Seita, who will be taking over the same responsibilities she covered at the time she left in Visalia,
joined the CHS staff after Elena Loomis retired in
2017. Loomis served students alongside Valerie Stack,
a current library assistant at CHS. Seita will now be
coordinating library services with 34 different facili-

ties in the Visalia Unified School District.
As for the status of a new staff member in the
library, the administration officially hired a new head
librarian as of last week.
“I have hopes that I can introduce the new candidate after the break to the faculty on the meeting held
Monday, [Jan. 7],” Lopez says. “It just depends on
getting cleared now.”
The new hire for the CHS librarian staff is Eileen
Schnur, who will be
integrated into the
CHS staff as students
return in January. According to the Santa
Catalina website,
Schnur has served as
the director for the Navy’s Space and Naval Warfare
Systems Center in San Diego and was named president-elect of the Special Library Association’s San
Diego Chapter in 2015.
Stack, who will continue to serve as the CHS
library assistant when Schnur joins the staff, recalls
Seita’s own positives.
“Everyone brings strengths, and her strengths
made a big difference in the library,” Stack says. “She
was a plus for CHS.”
Through December, a current interim librarian
has been serving students with Stack.

Reflecting back on her time at CHS, Valarie Seita
adds, “I think that the students and the staff at CHS
are top notch. I wish them all well.”

“Everyone brings strengths, and

her strengths made a big difference
in the library.”

The library has recently announced a replacement
for former CHS librarian Valarie Seita.
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CHS holds successful feminine product drive for women in need
BY JORDI FAXON
In several classrooms across the Carmel High
campus, one might notice a box, either yellow or with
other colorful patterns, reading “Tampon Tuesday,” inviting students of any gender to make an effort to donate tampons or pads on not only Tuesdays, but every
day of the week.
This project was spearheaded by CHS senior Clementine Chamberlain, who proposed it to This Club
Saves Lives at the beginning of the school year, made
these boxes with the help of the rest of TCSL to collect
feminine products locally and so far has collected 4,000
individual donations from the boxes in classrooms, as
well as from the club’s Amazon Wishlist and an online
fundraiser.
Chamberlain says that her inspiration came from
a separate community service project she worked on
over the summer, filling backpacks with school supplies for the children of low-income families in Salinas.
It occurred to her that they could also fill boxes with
tampons to donate to homeless women.
“I thought this should be easy enough to do at
CHS,” Chamberlain says. “We have so many resources, we might as well use those to help people in need.”
CHS health teacher and TCSL advisor Leigh Cambra has helped define the vision of the project and provide a network of connections to various shelters and
organizations which could use donations of pads and
tampons.
“This was Clementine’s idea, but we had also surveyed club members at one of the first meetings this
year, and there was a lot of passion to help women,
children and the homeless,” Cambra says. “This project…supports the passions of club members for this
year.”
The mission of Tampon Tuesday isn’t just to provide these products for low-income families, though.
Through weekly period facts in the audio bulletin, plus

informational videos made by CHS freshman Olivia Cambra says, “The boxes will be out
Hansen in the video bulletin, they’ve also been trying around campus indefinitely.”
to normalize the topic of menstruation.
“Tampon and pad are not dirty words that
we should feel the need to whisper,” Chamberlain says. “The stigma around menstrual
cycles makes women feel gross and ashamed,
and I was hoping to address this by normalizing the topic in our community.”
According to Chamberlain, this project
has seen its fair share of pushback from some
students and teachers alike. Most criticisms,
she says, assert that the drive has been too obtrusive and politically charged.
But even though there are some who provide negative feedback, most of the feedback
has been positive; many students and teachers
have already been donors of feminine products. CHS junior Ninamarie Franklin, for
one, donated tampons to the Tampon Tuesday
box in Room 24.
“I was actually talking to Clementine
Chamberlain about it, and I never really
thought about it before—how hard it is for
women in homeless shelters,” Franklin says.
“Then I talked to my mom about it, and she
and I both agreed that we should donate.”
The group has donated tampons and pads
to two shelters so far: Community Homeless
Solutions Emergency Domestic Violence
Shelter in Marina and Community Solutions
courtesy of CLEMENTINE CHAMBERLAIN
in Gilroy.
As for future goals, the club hasn’t deter- This Club Saves Lives donates feminine products to
mined a specific number of tampons or pads Community Solutions Gilroy left to right, seniors Ishika Patel,
that they want to raise because the club isn’t Graça Maria Chavez, Chloe Obolensky, Aminah Khalil and Clem
planning on getting rid of the boxes any time with chief development officer Lisa DeSilva.
soon.

DISTRICT

CUSD purchases plot of land adjacent to middle school
BY DILAN PATEL

CUSD has started the process of buying an eightacre piece of land next to Carmel Middle School for
$1.5 million.
The plot of land starts next to the tree line adjacent
to the CMS upper tennis courts and soccer field, and it
extends to the Cottages of Carmel, a retirement home
near Carmel Rancho Shopping Center. The parcel ends
at the road that
separates the upper
and lower fields.
However, Carmel Unified has no designated plan for what to do with
the land that they are purchasing at the moment.
“We are being proactive in thinking about the future,” says board president Annette Yee Steck. “It is
rare that land next to a school property becomes available for sale. While there is a belief that the land might
be a good option for additional or relocated athletic
fields, there needs to be a study of team needs and a
related study of what the land can support to provide
solutions.”
CHS athletic director Golden Anderson explains
that one of the main ideas on what to use the land for is
for more sports facilities such as a gym or more fields.
This would then allow more sports teams to practice
at the same time and closer to CHS. For example, during spring, the lacrosse team practices at Carmel Valley
High School because all other fields are taken up by
other teams.
“On the athletic side, we could always use athletic facilities because we hardly have any,” Anderson
says. “If there was anything that could be moved off
this campus, I think it would be more helpful.”
The athletic director goes on to say that another
gym, more all-weather sports fields or more tennis
courts could be built in order to free up space at CHS

or help create more space for athletic teams to practice.
The newly found space could be used to create more
parking or other facilities at the high schoo
“I would love to see our district continue to invest
in growing our athletic facilities to support our student
athletes,” CMS Principal Dan Morgan adds. “Currently our gym and field space is complicated, and many
athletes have late nights due to shared field and gym
space.”
The
land is
currently not
being
used for
anything, but CMS students often walk through it to get
to the Barnyard Shopping Village or Carmel Rancho
Shopping Center after school. The purchase of the land

“On the athletic side, we could always
use athletic facilities because we hardly
have any,”

is not completely done yet, but the board hopes that the
process, which began in May, will be finished by the
end of this calendar year.
“Initial discussions with the property owner began the following month,” says Rick Blanckmeister,
CUSD’s chief business official.
Steck explains that many legal steps have to be followed in order for the school to buy this parcel, and it
takes time for it to be processed.
Following the completion of the purchase, the
land will be added to this year’s Master Facilities Plan,
which shows the school district’s plans in new facilities
and the purpose of each. The Master Facilities Plan is
slated to be finished by the end of this current school
year, and following that construction and development
of the land can start.

Map data ©2018 Google

Map data ©2018 Google

Outlined above is the 8.2-acre plot of land that CUSD is in the process of buying.
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CHS Dance Show

DISTRICT

CHS ALUMNA OPENS DANCE COMPANY
BY GRACE DEAN
Lifelong dancer and former CHS student Mackenzie King
hopes to inspire the Monterey Peninsula in a tour with the Chicago-based ethical dance nonprofit she founded, the Moonwater Dance Project.
After finding success in Chicago this June with their first
show, Moonwater’s group of seven dancers began formulating
educational programs and learned several new pieces in prepa-

The girls in Dance 3 frolicking in falling petals at the end of
their dance to “Purple Rain.”

Photo by PETER HINSDALE

The Moonwater Dance Project, consisting of seven dancers,
was officially founded in 2018.

ration for their trip to the Central Coast, where they will choreograph two pieces for CHS Dance III and IV classes to be
performed at the Visual and Performing Arts show Jan. 23-24.
“There are so many things I love about Moonwater,” King
says. “I love that every company member’s voice is heard, I
love making art that matters to the dancers and to the audience,
Senior Emily Pflieger poses front and center in her dance “The
Lies of Life.”

Senior Molly Mancina poses elegantly during her ballet solo.

photos by LIBBY LAMBERT

The girls in Dance 4 come together at the end of their dance Too
Good to be True.

and I love that we not only have professional relationships, but
also personal relationships with each other.”
From her first dance classes at the age of 3 to the present
day, King says she has never stopped dancing, including dancing at CHS with instructor Kristine Tarozzi, taking private lessons, participating in college performances and teaching.
“She was always a very driven dance student, and she
knew from a young age that she wanted to pursue a career as
a dancer,” Tarozzi says of her former student. “She was also
lucky enough to have a family that was very supportive of that
dream.”
After leaving CHS before her junior year, King went to a
performing arts boarding school in Massachusetts that allowed
her to tailor her schedule to a focus on dance, which helped
further her dance career at SUNY Purchase Conservatory of
Dance in New York where she obtained a Bachelor of Fine
Arts in dance performance.
The lifelong dancer got a taste of the larger
dance world when she moved to New York City
following graduation, where she experienced
the stereotypical life of a young artist working
at various small jobs on top of constant auditions.
But it simply wasn’t an ideal situation for
King. In her experience, New York had a negative, competitive atmosphere that didn’t allow
for creative personal growth. After long deliberation, King decided to escape the NYC environment to go to Chicago where she was able to
make the majority of her income from teaching
dance, one of her career goals.
Although she had made vast improvements
in her quality of life, that all changed when she
began dancing for a company that she calls the

ANNE FRANK PHOTOS

antithesis of what dance should be.
“It could be so judgmental, so political and so impersonal,” King says. “I don’t think the color of your hair is a reason
you shouldn’t be hired, but a lot of companies hire you because
they want to replace a person that had [a certain color of hair or
other specific physical characteristics].”
Seeing the silver lining in the situation, King and friend
Kelsey Reiter started the Moonwater Dance Project to focus
on ideas of artistry, individuality, collaboration and vulnerability. Now at Moonwater, the Carmel native has been able to
craft an ideal creative environment.
Moonwater Dance Project and Mackenzie King will be at
various sites around the Monterey Peninsula from Jan. 6-12 for
workshops, showings and performances.

DISTRICT

Viola-wielding, science-loving senior exemplifies diligence and dedication

Sophomore Hayley Armstrong contemplates her life in
Holland.

Senior Rachel Bagby cries genuine tears in her roll as Mrs.
Frank.

BY KYLIE YEATMAN

Though frequently found playing her viola and arrangThough the average CHS student finds the grades-focused sire to learn has enabled her to take a high number of advanced
ing sheet music, leading the Chemistry Club through a dem- atmosphere to be a stressful environment, Wong asserts her courses.
onstration or working on coding for various self-run website observation that compared to schools in Hong Kong, a much
“Kelly’s voice comes through in every single paper that
domains, senior Kelly Wong can also be found frequently at
more relaxed milieu is apparent at Carmel.
she writes,” remarks Steinberg, reading from the letter of recMonterey Crepe Company, the senior’s
ommendation she wrote the college-bound senior
first choice for a meeting place on an
for her college applications. “She’s funny, she’s
overcast Monday after school.
smart, she’s insightful…and that’s something that
Before anything else, the senior is
always translates into text.”
grounded in her surroundings. Preferring
“She’s one of the best people I know,” agrees
to take the bus to downtown Monterey
Jason Maas-Baldwin, teacher of Wong’s all-timewhen it rains, the calming atmosphere of
favorite course at CHS, AP Chemistry.
the evening feels synonymous with Wong.
Maas-Baldwin likewise serves as the advisor
Despite her various academic ento the Chemistry Club, which Wong founded this
deavors, Wong finds time to be up-to-date
year in order to provide younger students interested
on world news in Hong Kong—her home
in science with an outlet to view demonstrations of
for seven years—and paints a portrait of
chemical reactions. Even on days when the club isn’t
her life in between bites of crepe with a
in session, the young scientist is found frequently in
slight haste, expressing no desire to emMaas-Baldwin’s room with her friends entrenched
phasize one of her various hobbies over
in scientific discussion.
another.
AP Chemistry served as the senior’s introducAdmitting to a constant shift in her
tion to advanced placement science courses. The
primary interest—focusing this year
open enrollment program enforced at CHS enables
on molecular biology in her AP Biolany student, regardless of prerequisites or GPA, to
ogy course, despite being geared closer
enroll in AP courses. This differs greatly from the
towards computer science in her junior
program enforced at her school in Hong Kong,
year—the aspiring scientist expresses no
where she spent her freshman year.
desire to limit herself.
“Once I could enroll in any course I wanted, I
“My ideal future is one where I’m not
felt a lot more free,” explains Wong, reading varilimited to one of my interests,” Wong asous excerpts from her University of California apPhoto by NINA PATEL
serts. “I envision myself as conducting replications while seeking feedback from Dooner. The
search on genetic information by day, but
biology teacher is quick to praise her, a conversation
Senior Kelly Wong basks in the afternoon sunlight.
as a viola player by night.”
that resembles one between two teachers rather than
Unsurprisingly, Kelly Wong isn’t nearly
a student and an instructor.
done talking by the time her plate is empty. While bussing
“I see a lot of optimism for the future in my peers,” exDooner, whose face lights up upon mention of the name
her table without prompting, the senior paints a portrait of her plains the aspiring STEM major with a look of slight concern. Kelly Wong, echoes prior sentiments with an avalanche of
love for the viola. Her interest in the instrument, which she “There’s a trend in popular culture right now to make pessi- praise.
concedes to often being maligned by the rest of the orchestra, mistic jokes, but American kids are born with a notion of the
“Kelly Wong is everything that any teacher could ever
stemmed originally from its instrumental nature in orchestral American Dream…. There’s a far more broad notion of what
want in a student,” Dooner begins. “She has a passion for
harmonies, an interest which she soon applied upon arriving success’ looks like.”
understanding the world she lives in. She is connected to the
at CHS
Balancing both AP Biology and AP Literature and Com- world and to everything around her…. Kelly Wong is the
from an international school in Hong Kong in her sophomore position courses, science teacher Tom Dooner and English bomb.”
year.
teacher Barbara Steinberg reflect that Wong’s ever-present de

Senior Zeke Spooner as Mr. Frank, junior Tristan Bowen as
Mr. Van Daam, and junior Yvonne DiGirolamo as Mrs. Van
Daam.

photos by ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

Junior Jacob Buzza adjusts his cuff as Mr. Dussel.
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As teen vape use rises, campus staff and students weigh in
BY ALICIA KRUEGER

On Nov. 13, the FDA released its
long-awaited 2018 National Youth Tobacco Survey, showing a 78 percent
increase in high school student e-cigarette use compared to 2017, an increase
consistent with those at Carmel High
School.
In the 2017 Healthy Kids Survey,
about 20 percent of CHS students reported using an e-cigarette, or vape,
compared to the national average of 11.7
percent from the 2017 National Youth
Tobacco Survey. This year’s national
survey reported an increase in vape use
to 20.8 percent.
“There is a huge issue with vaping
because you have kids that are using two
or three JUUL pods a day,” says CHS
resource officer Deputy Kevin Gross in
reference to the most popular vape brand
today. “One JUUL pod is twenty cigarettes, which is a pack of cigarettes….
It’s especially dangerous because it’s
masked by misinformation.”
Gross was hired by the Department
of Justice on a tobacco grant and says
that because CHS does not have a big
tobacco problem he is using the grant to
segue into the problem the school does
have: vaping. Vape products generally
do not contain tobacco.
“I think [the ban on JUUL pods]
will help, but there are definitely going
to be the kids where it is too late,” says
Gross, pointing out how this generation
of students has been caught in that halfway where authorities are realizing how
addictive nicotine is, but those kids are
already addicted.
Today, 1.5 million more high school

students are vaping or using e-cigarettes
on a national level compared to last year,
causing many concerned parents and
administrators to question how they can
tackle the problem of youth addiction.
“You think a teen whose addicted
to nicotine will stop because they took
away flavors?” one CHS sophomore
asks. “You learn to like mint or methanol
and move on…. There’s going to be a

expense of addicting a whole new generation of kids to nicotine through these
e-cigarettes,” says Dr. Scott Gottlieb,
commissioner of U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, “and that is exactly
what we are seeing.”
Nicotine abuse in teens is a rapidly
increasing problem. At CHS, teachers
do not know the answer, but refuse to do
nothing—and education seems to be the

Photo by WILL FISHER

million ways to make something harder
to gain access to, but an addict will find
a way no matter what.”
In anticipation for the intensive and
rigorous approval process on all flavored nicotine in e-cigarettes, delayed
by the FDA until 2022, the popular vape
company JUUL made an effort to limit
youth appeal and abuse of their product
through banning their flavored nicotine
packs from retail stores and removing
social media.
“[FDA efforts to decrease the number of teen users] cannot come at the

first step.
“We started talking about [vaping] in the freshman Health classes last
year,” CHS Health teacher Leigh Cambra explains. “We need to be allowed the
chance to go and educate the other grade
levels.”
Deputy Gross spent time inside
freshman Health classrooms last spring
trying to get to know as well as inform
students on all drug and alcohol issues.
After developing a trusting environment, he asked students which of them
had vaped, without reprimanding them,

and a number raised their hands. From
there, he and Cambra educated them.
“We showed them all these facts and
how dangerous it is and all chemicals
and everything that is in all the vape oil,”
Gross recalls. “They still don’t care.”
Many students who stated that they
had vaped also claimed that if there were
proven facts stating detrimental health
issues to teen vape abusers they would
stop. But after being told of the health issues related to vaping by Deputy Gross,
those same students reported continuing
their vaping habits.
One freshman validates Gross’ perspective by stating that those negative
health effects would not stop her from
using.
“I personally do not think that the
ban on flavored JUUL nicotine products
or any vape products will have a substantial impact on the nicotine problem
in our area,” another sophomore says.
“Since flavored pods have been around
for a while, and ever since teens have
had access to them, they have already
gotten hooked on nicotine and will not
stop just because of a small ban.”
Another freshman explains that,
for the majority of teens, JUUL pods
are glamorized mainly due to the discouragement from adults: “Many adults
don’t understand that for most the act of
vaping isn’t entirely about the head rush,
but instead more about the act of defiance.”
For now, CHS is focusing on educating students on the dangers of vape
products like JUUL, while the FDA continually investigates and prepares future
nicotine bans.

FACULTY

CHS almuna an inspiration to students, everpresent in the community
BY TAYLOR DESMOND
Cassie Hanson, a Carmel native, is a strong role
model for many high schoolers on campus because of
her positive personality and ability to be a jack-of-alltrades, but even though she’s a crucial player in keeping CHS moving, her multifaceted roles may often be
overlooked.
Since joining the district, Hanson has connected
with many students on campus by earning herself a variety of titles such as assistant athletic trainer, substitute
teacher, AP proctor, head field hockey coach and the
home and hospital teacher for Carmel High. After two
years of assistant coaching the field hockey team, she
earned the position of the head varsity coach, where
she has continued to help many of the girls to reach
their best possible selves.
“She really helped me grow as both a player and
as an individual,” senior field hockey captain Lexie Sakoda says. “She was always able to meet with me after
practice or talk with me about anything I was going
through both on the field or off the field, which was
really nice.”
The 28-year-old Hanson knew Matt Borek from
when he taught Sports Medicine, a subject he is again
teaching, when she was at CHS in 2008. Her love for
working with athletes and being a coach gave her the
possibility of joining Borek’s team as the assistant athletic trainer, and she started helping out the students
and other athletes whenever she could.
“She’s my rock,” Borek says. “She’s got a really
positive attitude, and I think the kids feed off of that.
She’s an awesome role model for girls because she’s
someone who has a strong mindset and doesn’t let other people influence the way she feels.”
After graduating Carmel High in 2008, Hanson at-

tended the University of California, Davis, where she
In November, she brought Borek’s Sports Mediwent on to receive her Bachelor of Science in Biologi- cine class along to one of her Anatomy and Physiology
cal Sciences with an emphasis in marine biology and labs at Monterey Peninsula College where the students
a minor in communications. Wanting to go into that could see what kind of environments they would be a
field and work with the Monterey Bay Aquarium, she part of if they chose to pursue medicine in college.
moved back to Carmel and thought it was a perfect opportunity to get a job as the AP proctor while she
was on the hunt for a job in the competitive marine
biology field.
“[Proctoring] is a lot of sorting, organizing and
scheduling for testing weeks, and the past couple
years I’ve been the head proctor,” Hanson explains.
“It includes reading the prompts and managing students coming in and out for testing.”
After tutoring for AVID, she also became a
substitute teacher. She enjoys seeing girls from the
field hockey team and being able to connect with
them off of the field and in a classroom environment as well.
“I am also a home hospital teacher for Carmel High,” Hanson says. “If a student is home- or
hospital-bound due to an illness, I work between
them and their teachers. I bring them their assignments, proctor their tests and return work back to
the school. It’s a great program Carmel High has so
students don’t fall behind due to an illness.”
She additionally takes classes at Monterey
Peninsula Community College to build upon the
nursing prerequisites she obtained from U.C. Davis
and hopes to veer from her passion of marine biology to nursing instead.
courtesy of CASSIE HANSON
Hanson takes dance classes to stay active,
something she has been doing ever since she was
Cassie Hanson took up the assistant athletic trainer title
6 years old. She joined a club at U.C. Davis where
this year while pursuing a future nursing career.
they focused on Hula and Tahitian dancing, and
they would do shows around the peninsula.
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Counselor down
cont. from 4

Senior Harrison Bolton echoes
McRae’s observation of Johnston’s
limited availability depriving students of a valuable relationship.
“The fact that there are so many
limited spots means that he is less
available to meet with students and
get to know them better,” Bolton
says.
Part of the reason for the intense workload Johnston is dealing
with this year is that the culture of
CHS is very college-oriented, with
64 percent of students planning on
attending a four-year school after
graduation and 33 percent planning
on going to community college. According to Johnston, the number of
early applicants specifically is increasing.
“We had 55 students apply
early decision this year,” Johnston
notes. “In 2013, it was 18 kids,
so the demand is insane. This is a
whole different school.”
While it is a point of pride at
CHS that so many students are
college-bound, this culture can also
create a greater demand for support

thesandpiper.org
in the college search and application process. Superintendent
Dill-Varga has been working
with Principal Lopez and Johnston to adjust the college counseling approach to include more
group meetings and class visits. She
is also interested in starting a dual
enrollment program at CHS, which
would enable students to graduate
with some college credit.
“I am very interested in developing a robust dual enrollment program so that students might have
opportunities to graduate with 15
to 45 credit hours of University of
California acceptable undergraduate credit as well as getting a high
school diploma,” Dill-Varga says.
Dual enrollment has its pros,
Johnston says, but it might not significantly impact the work he does.
“While I think that dual enrollment provides a great opportunity
for students to explore other interests,” the counselor says, “I’m not
sure how it will mitigate the high
demand of Carmel High seniors applying to college.”

DECEMBER 2018

Did Mr. Johnston help you in your
application process?

“I didn’t really need his help.
I had the applications under
control, and I had other people
to consult with on the essays in
particular.”
Peter Ellison

Lexie Sakoda

Meredith Bond

“I went to him a lot whenever
I had questions, but I also kept
in mind that he was extremely
busy and had to deal with the
entire senior class. One thing I
really appreciate about him is
that he’s extremely direct.”
“I knew that he had too many
people to deal with, and I
couldn’t really ask him for help
because there’s always people
in line, and I had to get more
help from Ms. Hunt and Mr. Rogers.”
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Tech heavy hitter heads out, district
searches for a replacement
other job in tech in an area similar to what he is
currently doing, and his first-grade daughter is
Most students know Erik Halbrend as the extremely excited to fly all the way into a new
person every Google Drive document is shared school.
with, but his work in tech support for all com“My favorite part about working at Carmel
puter and network systems at Carmel High, Car- is the area,” Halbrend says. “I love walking outmel Valley High School and Carmelo School, side and being able to see the beautiful mounpaired with a constant smile and great sense of tains, plus the faculty snacks at the high school
humor, is something that will be greatly missed are great. It was nice to have the privilege to
when he leaves the district this month.
work among such a great group of people.”
Besides being the school’s resident IT
guy, he has a Bachelor’s of Science in Telecommunications from SUNY Polytechnic
Institute and several years of prior work supporting technology at schools in Connecticut
and New York. Halbrend loves balancing his
work with going to the gym and spending
time with his wife and two kids—Evan, 9,
and Cailyn, 6.
“Erik has been providing legendary tech
support for Carmel High,” Carmel Unified
technology expert Colin Matheson says. “He
is really good at troubleshooting and is very
responsive to the needs of teachers. He also is
really funny. In terms of what we are looking
for…a clone of Erik perhaps?”
In finding a replacement in tech, Halbrend advises to follow two guidelines: They
need to be good with customer service by
being able to periodically check in to make
photo by KYLIE YEATMAN
sure everything is working and also be accustomed to being able to make sense of comHalbrend and his family are going to move plex problems fairly easily.
to Greensboro, North Carolina, because his wife
recently accepted a job. He’s hoping to get an-

Letter to the Editor:
Student Engagement

BY TAYLOR DESMOND

As a student in leadership, it has come to my attention about how many students don’t participate in the
dress-up days. In leadership to receive points we have
to dress up. It makes me wonder how many other students would dress up if they got points in other classes.
I know that some teachers will offer extra credit to students if they participate in the spirit weeks. Maybe if
more teachers would give points or extra credit then the
student body would participate.
But on the other hand I wish the students would
dress up just so our school could have some school spirit. I know that Mrs. Powers and students in ASB work
really hard to try to make the dress-up days enjoyable
and fun. I feel like the leadership class is trying their
hardest to have people dress up. For example, ASB usually puts out games during lunch or offers treats during
break for those who dress up.
I hope that students can read this and put forth some
effort to dress up and have school spirit.
Tayah Grijalva
Carmel, California
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The only winter baking guide you will ever need, ever

BY KYLIE YEATMAN
Why is it that online recipes always start out their
instructions by providing us with a heaping tablespoon
of information that nobody asked for? Look, Linda, I
understand that you’re lonely and need somebody to
talk to, which comes out in the form of your blog…
but some of us just wanna make a damn snickerdoodle
without hearing your life story. Speaking of which

Snickerdoodles

Roughly 1 hour
For the cookies:
1 cup butter, melted a
1 ½ - 2 cups granulated sugar
2 eggs
3 teaspoons vanilla extract
2 cups all-purpose flour
¾ cup bread flour
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
1 teaspoon baking powder
Pinch of salt
For the dusting:
2 tablespoons sugar
3 teaspoons cinnamon
Preheat your oven to 400 degrees Fahrenheit.
Cream together the butter, sugar, eggs and vanilla extract until smooth in consistency. Blend in your dry ingredients and shape the dough into balls. Mix together

classic and delicious.” Odd flex, but okay.

Peppermint brownies

45 minutes
Ingredients:
¾ cup butter, softened
¼ cup strongly brewed coffee
1 ½ cups granulated sugar
1 cup brown sugar
4 eggs
1 teaspoon peppermint extract

2 eggs
4 cups all-purpose flour
Vegetable oil
For the filling:
6 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened, plus more
for the baking dish
¾ cup light brown sugar
2 tablespoons ground cinnamon
1 cup chopped toasted pecans (optional)
For the icing:
2 cups powdered sugar
2 tablespoons unsalted butter
½ teaspoon vanilla extract
4 tablespoons milk
Preheat the oven to 375 degrees.
For the dough: combine the milk, granulated sugar,
butter, salt and yeast in a bowl, stirring until well combined. Add the eggs and stir until well mixed. Add the
flour and mix on medium-high speed until the dough is
smooth, about four minutes. Transfer the dough into a
large, well-oiled bowl and cover with plastic wrap. Let
stand in a warm, draft-free area until the size doubles
(around two hours.) Punch the dough down and lightly

Adorned with crushed candy canes, these
chewy brownies are made effective with a
few secret ingredients.

A Christmas classic, snickerdoodles are an
easy-to-make crowd-pleaser for all demographics.
the cinnamon and sugar and roll the balls in the mixture. Bake cookies for 8 to 10 minutes until crispy on
the perimeter and chewy in the middle.
Did you know?: There’s a software company called
‘Snickerdoodle Software’ named after the cookie due
to the belief of the creator that apps should be “simple,

1 cup all-purpose flour
¼ cup bread flour or cake flour
1 cup cocoa powder
Pinch of salt
1 ½ cups crushed candy canes
Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Combine butter, sugars, chilled coffee, eggs and peppermint extract until
thoroughly combined. Sift in your dry ingredients and
mix until thoroughly combined. Put in oven for roughly
25 minutes in a 7 x 11 pan. Chill and top with crushed
candy canes.

Cinnamon Rolls

About 3 hours
For the dough:
1 cup warm whole milk
⅓ cup granulated sugar
6 tablespoons unsalted butter
1 teaspoon kosher salt
¼ ounce packet of yeast

photos by KYLIE YEATMAN

A light, glazed cinnamon roll is accomponied
perfectly by a winter night.
flour a work surface. Lay the dough out and pat or roll
out into a rectangle. For the filling: butter a glass baking dish. Spread the softened butter evenly across the
dough, leaving a slight border around it. Sprinkle on
brown sugar and cinnamon, along with any desired fillings. Starting with the short end, roll up the dough and
press the edges to seal. Cover with plastic wrap and let
stand. Bake for 25 minutes until golden brown.
For the icing: Pour powdered sugar into a medium
bowl. Whisk in the melted butter, vanilla and milk,
whisking until smooth. Add additional milk as needed.

Question & Answer
Avery Cripe
junior

John Harp
sophomore

Libby Lambert
junior

Ealaph Tabbaa
Ealaph
Tabbaa
senior
senior

Angela Valdez
senior

What part of the
festive season do you
hate the most?

I hate the
over-the-top
decorations.

I wish it
snowed here.

gingerbread

advertising

fake family
members

What is your
favorite holiday
movie?

“Home Alone”

“Elf”

“Mr.Magoo’s
Holiday Special”

“Shrek Holiday
Special”

“The Grinch”

I think it is
too much
commitment.

No, they’re
usually too
vague to work.

They never work
because I can’t
commit.

I think goals
work better than
resolutions.

give

give

give

give

give

Totally!

I probably
will.

Probably not.

Not this year.

Definitely!

Yeah, it just
Do new year’s
depends
on the
resolutions ever
person.
work?
is it better to give
or receive a gift?
Will you hit candy
cane lane this year?
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Horoscopes
Aries: March 20 - April 20
You are like a delicate little flame…so hot to the
touch! Ouch! Don’t let anybody touch you this
month in any context ever. Hold up a sign that
reads, “Do not touch the artwork.”
Taurus: April 21 - May 21
Taurus sounds like Tartarus which is like Hell
which has a pretty bad connotation if you ask me.
So, like, I kinda doubt it’s your month, just to be
honest. Wait a lil’ bit. February will be better. It’ll
be shorter!

thesandpiper.org

2018 features bold new efforts from
diverse array of talents across the board
BY MILES PREKOSKI

2018 was a great year for music. We heard melancholy and emotional ballads from some of the alternative genre’s best artists, projects produced by rap music’s
most powerful moguls and breakout solo projects from
rookie artists. Here are some of the best projects of the
year:

Rap/Hip-Hop
Anderson .Paak, “Oxnard”

courtesy of AFTERNATH ENTERTAINMENT

8/10

Pop
Ariana Grande, “Sweetener”

courtesy of WONDALAND

is the product of Monáe putting down her music for a
few years and just living life. The project turned out to
be the best R&B record of the year.
9/10

Sagittarius: November 22 - December 21
Do you know any Leos? Start lying to them CONSTANTLY. Seriously. It’s gonna be hilarious.
Take my word for it.

Pisces: February 19 - March 19
Pisces, find a puddle and swim in it. Feelin’ accurate? Spear yourself. Roast yourself over the
fire. Lightly season yourself and then bake at 350
degrees. Enjoy!

What happens when Stevie Wonder, Prince and
Daft Punk collaborate with one of the best underground pop-artists in the industry? You get “Dirty
Computer,” one of the best albums of the year. This
Grammy-nominated project proved to be top-notch,
funky and soulful, featuring songs like “Pynk,” “Make
Me Feel” and “I Like That” which scream “power.”
Monáe returned with songs co-written by some of her
favorite musicians, closely collaborating with the late
Prince when Dirty Computer was only an idea back in
2015. In the R&B singer’s words, “Dirty Computer”

Produced by one of hip-hops best MCs to ever do
it, Dr. Dre, “Oxnard” serves as music that everyone can
jive to. Ventura County native Anderson .Paak has been
a highly praised underground artist for years and has finally burst out of his bubble with one of the best albums
of the year, a project that doesn’t even feel like rap music
at some points, with smooth drums and a funky bass in
the majority of the songs, a key elements of frequent collaborator Thundercat’s production. “Oxnard” is, as fans
know it, an accumulation of lessons learned by .Paak
that sits outside his comfort zone.

Scorpio: October 23 - November 21
Scorpions have poison in their tails or something.
I don’t really know if they’re actually tails or
whatnot, but if you think I’m about to look up
scorpion anatomy for this issue of the Sandpiper…you’re dead right. They store it in the aculeus.

Aquarius: January 20 - February 18
Doesn’t it feel great to just stab right through
a Capri Sun when you’re about to suck out the
contents? There’s something so fulfilling about
draining it fully and then crushing it in your palm.
Relieve this sweet, sweet relief this month.

Travis Scott’s discography has proved to be one of
the strongest in the genre, drawing influences from artists like Kanye West, Kid Cudi, Stevie Wonder and more.
Before the release of the Houston native’s long-awaited
album, Scott gave his fans a piece of advice: “BUCKLE
UP.” What else could you expect from an album conceptually based on an abandoned theme park named after
Scott’s hometown? The production on this album is
innovative, the bars reflect influences from Houston,
Atlanta, and Chicago, and the music on this project is
Scott’s best yet.

R&B/Soul
Janelle Monáe, “Dirty Computer”

Leo: July 24 - August 23
I promise that I, the person who writes these horoscopes, wrote this horoscope for you myself with
my own fingers. Why would there be any need
to doubt that? You don’t need to doubt anything
this month. Believe everything you hear. See how
THAT works out.

Capricorn: December 22 - January 19
Capricorn, more like Capri Sun, the delicious
beverage enjoyed worldwide by many children.
You’re gonna be enjoyed this month, Capricorn! I
certainly enjoy you! :)

Rap
Travis Scott, “Astroworld”
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Cancer: June 23 - July 23
It couldn’t be FURTHER from your month, my
man. My woman. My friend. My consorciado….
I’m sorry to say, but you might wanna sleep
through second semester.

Libra: September 23 - October 22
“Libra” sounds like “liberal,” and liberals just
won the House. There’s not gonna be any political
bias in THIS issue of the Carmel Sandpiper, but
I’m just pointing it out! You’re gonna win a house
this month. It’s free real estate.

ENTERTAINMENT

REVIEW

Gemini: May 22 - June 22
I regret to inform you that the results came back
positive: You do not have a soul. I know this
information might be difficult to live with, but it’s
the simple truth. Like, enough of the negativity,
man.

Virgo: August 24 - September 22
Get a new tattoo, Virgo. Honestly, just get a tramp
stamp. No one’s gonna see it unless you WANT
them to see it! You could apply this to many
things too, including home robberies. Honestly, if
you’re able to do both of these things this month,
submit a letter to the editor to the Carmel Sandpiper. I wanna hear your story.
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Alternative
Father John Misty, “God’s Favorite
Customer”

courtesy of REPUBLIC RECORDS

After five years of formulaic, black-and-white albums
put out by one of pop music’s biggest industry giants,
Grande has burst her bubble with her best work yet.
Written in the middle of a relationship with “Saturday
Night Live” comic Pete Davidson that escalated to an
engagement, Grande brings a refreshing and cohesive
approach to her newest body of work that wasn’t expected by her fans, especially given that Grande was coming
off a period of solace due to the tragic terrorist bombing in Manchester, England, that left 23 dead at her own
concert. This album is a drastic change from the rest of
her formulaic and boring discography, with songs like
“R.E.M” and “God is a Woman” coming off as some
of her most vibrant and soulful songs yet. Because of
“Sweetener,” Grande has established herself as a pop
music legend. 8/10

After a temporary separation from his wife Emma
Tillman, Josh Tillman has returned with a brutally honest and melancholy project that has proved itself as one
of the most heart-wrenching albums of the year. This album features Tillman reaching a sense of self-pity that
makes the album so much more meaningful, reflected
on tracks like “The Songwriter” and “Please Don’t Die.”
This 38-minute album may not be Tillman’s best work of
his career, but it’s undoubtedly more universal and truthful than anything else the Maryland native has created.
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